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Abstract
Optimizing the energy consumption in wireless sensor networks has recently become the most 

important performance objective. In this project we define the lifetime of a wireless sensor 

network as the amount of time that the network can effectively cover the targets of interest. 

Having all the sensors active at all times would ensure coverage but would also significantly 

reduce the network lifetime as the nodes would discharge quickly. A viable approach taken to 

maximize the network lifetime is to make good use of the overlap in the sensing regions of 

individual sensors caused by the high density of deployment. We design a scheduling mechanism 

in which only a subset of the sensors can be active at any one time, while all other sensors are 

put to sleep. The members of this active set (cover set) are periodically updated to keep the 

network alive for a longer duration o f time. Also, for each of the cover sets, the goal is to 

smoothly adjust the sensing range such that a minimum sensing range can be maintained while 

meeting the target coverage objective. We propose a reliable distributed scheduling algorithm 

which can smoothly adjust the nodes’ sensing range while providing optimal target coverage 

with the minimal set of active sensors. From the simulation results, the improvement in network 

lifetime of the Distributed Scheduling Algorithm with adjustable sensing range over the Load 

Balancing Protocol for sensing with fixed sensing range is about 26% on average in the linear 

energy model and about 50% on average in the quadratic energy model.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a network that is made up of hundreds or thousands of 

sensor nodes which are densely deployed in an unattended environment with the capabilities of 

sensing, wireless communications and computations (i.e. collecting and disseminating 

environmental data). These spatially distributed autonomous devices cooperatively monitor 

physical and environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion 

or pollutants (Akyildiz el al. 2002; Romer & Mattern 2004; Haenselmann 2006). Recent 

advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMs) and low power, highly integrated digital 

electronics has led to the development of micro-sensors which can be easily deployed in an ad 

hoc manner and self-organized into a system that monitors the environment and forwards data 

back to a base station or sink.

The power of WSNs is found in their ability to deploy large numbers of sensor nodes which can 

assemble and self configure as a network. This network can be easily extended by adding more 

sensor nodes without any need for reconfiguration. In addition, the network can automatically 

adapt to compensate for node failures. As shown below in Figure 1.1 (Akyildiz et al. 2002) the 

main components o f a sensor node include a power unit (batteries and/or solar cells), a sensing 

unit (sensors and analog-to-digital converters), a processing unit (along with storage), and a 

transceiver unit (connects the node to the network). The optional components include a location

finding system, a power generator, a control actuator, and other application-dependent elements. 

Sometimes a mobilizer is needed to move the sensor node from the current position and carry out 

the assigned tasks. Since the sensor may be mobile, the base station may require accurate 

location of the node which is done by the location finding system. The analog signals measured 

by the sensors are converted to digital signals by analog - to- digital converters and then supplied 

to the processing unit. Sensor nodes may also have to be disposable, autonomous, and adaptive 

to the environment.
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Figure 1.1: Sensor node architecture 

(Source: Akyildiz et a l 2002)

The main function of a sensor node in a monitored region is to detect events, perform local data 

processing, and transmit raw and/or processed data. Power consumption can therefore be 

allocated to three functional domains: sensing, communication, and data processing, each of 

which requires optimization. Among these tasks transmitting data requires much more energy 

than processing data (Pottie & Kaiser 2000) and the most recent efforts on optimizing the 

wireless sensor network lifetime have been focused on routing protocols (i.e., transmitting data 

to the base and data request from the base to the sensor node). In the context of communications, 

in a multihop sensor network a node may play the dual role o f data collection and processing and 

of being a data relay point.

1.1.1 Sensor Network Application Areas

The applications of WSNs typically involve some kind of monitoring, tracking and controlling. 

WSNs come in handy in habitat monitoring, object tracking, nuclear reactor control, fire 

detection and traffic monitoring. A general categorization of WSN applications may include 

military applications, environmental applications, health applications and other commercial 

applications as described by ( Akyildiz et al. 2002).
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Military applications:

Dense deployment of low cost disposable sensor nodes makes WSN concept beneficial for battle 

fields. Some of the military application areas include: monitoring friendly forces, equipment and 

ammunition; battlefield surveillance; exploration of opposing forces and terrain; targeting; Battle 

damage assessment and nuclear, biological and chemical attack detection.

Environmental applications:

Despite the fact that there are other techniques for monitoring environmental conditions, self 

organization and random distribution of WSNs make them appropriate for environmental 

monitoring. Some applications include: detection of natural disasters like fire, floods and 

earthquakes; biocomplexity mapping of the environment; precision agriculture; planetary 

exploration; habitat monitoring and pollution detection.

Health applications:

The small size and light-weight structure of sensor nodes provides much functionality in the 

health sector, including: tracking and monitoring doctors and patients; drug administration and 

telemonitoring o f human physiological data.

Commercial applications:

Some of the commercial applications of WSNs include: burglary detection and monitoring; 

vehicle tracking and detection; interactive museums; monitoring material fatigue; environmental 

control in buildings; robot control and guidance in automatic manufacturing environments; 

factory process control and automation; smart structures with sensor nodes embedded inside; 

interactive toys and machine diagnosis.

1.1.2 Wireless Sensor Network Challenges

WSNs are limited in power, memory and computation capabilities. Node failures in WSNs can 

adversely affect network performance and may lead to network partitioning or death of the whole 

network, as either some region of the network will not be covered or there is data transmission 

failure in the network. With this in mind, energy saving has become a critical issue in WSNs, and 

the most energy saving must come from energy aware protocols and algorithms. One important 

perspective is to maximize the network lifetime (Sankar & Liu 2004; Chang & Tassiulas 2004;
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Madan, Luo & Lall et al. 2005), where the network lifetime usually refers to the time interval 

between the initialization of the network and the battery exhaustion of the first sensor node.

WSN Sensor nodes operate on battery power typically based on two AA alkaline cells or one Li- 

AA cell which implies that they have to operate on a limited energy budget (1.2 Volts). To 

compound this problem further, most of the nodes are deployed in hostile and an inaccessible 

environment where making any attempt at changing batteries is a very complicated affair. Some 

networks consist of thousands to millions of sensor nodes in a distributed environment making 

changing of batteries difficult and recharging almost impossible during operations. This problem 

has forced node, network and system developers to make changes in the basic WSN architecture 

with the main aim being to minimize energy consumption especially of the nodes so as to make 

the network and overall application system more energy efficient (Ali & Partha 2008). Despite 

the substantial improvement on chip design for energy conservation, advances on battery design 

still lag behind. The lifetime of a wireless sensor node depends on the available energy sources 

and its energy consumption. It is inversely proportional to the average rate o f information 

generated and relayed by it.

1.1.3 Our contribution

In this project we define the lifetime of a wireless sensor network as the amount o f time that the 

network can effectively cover the targets of interest. Having all the sensors active at all times 

would ensure coverage but would also significantly reduce the network lifetime as the nodes 

would discharge quickly. A viable approach taken to maximize the network lifetime is to make 

good use of the overlap in the sensing regions of individual sensors caused by the high density of 

deployment. We design a scheduling mechanism in which only a subset of the sensors can be 

active at any one time, while all other sensors are put to sleep. The members of this active set 

(cover set) are periodically updated to keep the network alive for a longer duration of time. Also, 

for each of the cover sets, the goal is to smoothly adjust the sensing range such that a minimum 

sensing range can be maintained while meeting the target coverage objective. This problem was 

introduced by Cardei et al. (2005b), the authors divide the sensors into cover sets, where the 

sensors of each cover set adjust their sensing range in order to avoid covering the same targets 

two or more times. They examine the case where the nodes’ sensing range has p  steps, while 

they target to maximize the number of cover sets with the aim of extending the network lifetime.
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Our formulation differs significantly from theirs since we allow smooth sensing range variation 

as opposed to their discrete range model. We assume that each sensor can communicate with its 

neighbors within two times of the maximum sensing range. Initially each sensor broadcasts its 

energy level and covered targets to its neighbors; this facilitates the formation of the sensor cover 

schedule. Each sensor can be in any one of four states, active, idle, vulnerable and terminated 

state. In the initialization phase, all sensors are in the vulnerable state with maximum sensing 

range. For each sensor, it should change to Active state with sensing range r if there is a target at 

range r which is not covered by any other active or vulnerable sensors or remain in the 

Vulnerable state but decrease its sensing range to the next furthest target if all targets at range r 

are covered by other active or vulnerable sensor with greater energy supply. If its sensing range 

decreases to zero it should change to Idle state. When the energy gets completely exhausted it 

enters the terminated state and is deleted from the network. Once all the sensors have made a 

decision to be active or idle, they will stay in that state for a period of time called shuffle time or 

until there is an active sensor which exhausts it energy and is going to die. This dying sensor 

sends a wake-up call to all the sensors in the network causing them to transition to the vulnerable 

state with their maximum sensing range. When there is a target that cannot be covered by any 

sensor in the network, the network fails.

The main contribution of this study is a distributed scheduling algorithm with smooth adjustment 

of sensing range. This algorithm is an enhancement of the load balancing protocol LBP with 

fixed sensing range described by Brinza & Zelikovsky (2006).

1.1.4 Organization of the chapters

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we provide the background and 

literature review in WSN lifetime and coverage problems. Chapter 3 provides a discussion on 

energy management in WSNs. Chapter 4 introduces the Load Balancing Protocol for fixed 

sensing and the proposed distributed scheduling algorithm with adjustable sensing range. 

Chapter 5 presents the design and implementation of the distributed algorithms. Chapter 6 

presents analysis of the simulation results. Chapter 7 summarizes the findings and outlines 

possible directions for future research.
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1.2 Problem Statement

Sensor coverage can be formulated as an optimization problem: Given the number of available 

sensors n, how do we place the sensors so that the sensing range r needed to cover the 

monitoring area is minimized? This is the question this project sets out to answer and or 

ascertain. We consider the problem of maximizing the network lifetime for adjustable sensing 

range wireless sensor networks. This problem can be formulated as follows:

Given a region R to be monitored, a set of sensors si,....sn, and a set of targets ij,...im, and

energy supply bi for each sensor, find a monitoring schedule (Ci, ti),..... ,(C|<, tk) and a range

assignment for each sensor in a set Cj such that:

• Lifetime is maximized (t| +\i + ....... +tk) is maximized.

• Each set cover monitors all targets and

• Each sensor does not appear in the sets for a time more than its initial energy.

This problem was introduced by Cardei et al. (2005b), the authors divide the sensors into cover 

sets, where the sensors of each cover set adjust their sensing range in order to avoid covering the 

same targets two or more times. They examine the case where the nodes’ sensing range has p  

steps, while they target to maximize the number of cover sets. Our formulation differs 

significantly from theirs since we allow smooth sensing range variation as opposed to their 

discrete range model. We define the lifetime of a wireless sensor network as the amount of time 

that the network can effectively cover the targets of interest. Having all the sensors active at all 

times would ensure coverage but would also significantly reduce the network lifetime as the 

nodes would discharge quickly. A viable approach taken to maximize the network lifetime is to 

make good use of the overlap in the sensing regions of individual sensors caused by the high 

density of deployment. We design a scheduling mechanism in which only a subset of the sensors 

can be active at any one time, while all other sensors are put to sleep. The members of this 

active cover set are periodically updated to keep the network alive for a longer duration of time. 

Our work is an extension of the techniques used in (Berman et al. 2004, 2005 and Brinza & 

Zelikovsky 2006) where a similar problem was studied for sensor networks with fixed sensing 

range.
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Assumptions

• Nodes are randomly distributed in a defined region.

• Each sensor monitoring a target can collect data from that target without the help of any 

other sensor.

• Each sensor knows its own coordinates as well as the coordinates of all the covered 

targets.

• A sensor can vary the sensing range smoothly from zero to a defined maximum range.

• During monitoring mode a sensor can either be in the idle or active state.

• The number of deployed sensors largely exceeds the number of targets to be monitored.

1.3 Purpose of the study

This project aims to study distributed scheduling algorithms with fixed sensing range and 

implement an enhanced algorithm with adjustable sensing range that provides optimal maximum 

lifetime of a wireless sensor network.

1.4 Objectives

a. To identify wasteful and unnecessary activities in a wireless sensor node and mitigate 

their impact.

b. Study and establish a distributed scheduling algorithm with adjustable sensing range that 

maximizes WSN lifetime.

c. Evaluate and model the distributed scheduling algorithm and verify its performance on 

target coverage, reliability, scalability and extension of network lifetime through 

simulation.

1.5 Research questions

(1) Does the implementation of distributed scheduling algorithms with smooth adjustment of

sensing range guarantee an improvement in network lifetime when compared with

distributed algorithms with fixed sensing range?

(2) In self-organizing monitoring schedules what rules should be used by sensor nodes when

deciding to become active or idle and when should nodes make such decisions?

7



1.6 Hypothesis

Wireless sensor network lifetime increases with increase in number of sensor nodes with 

adjustable sensing range as compared with sensors with fixed sensing range and decreases with 

increase in the number of targets to be monitored.

1.7 Significance of the study

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) can be used in a variety of applications e.g. Disaster 

monitoring, Early warning systems (Forest Fires, Tides), contaminant flow monitoring, structural 

monitoring, military command and control, military surveillance, intrusion detection etc. Amidst 

all this application areas, the biggest constraint of the WSN is energy due to use o f limited non- 

replaceable batteries. One of the key characteristics in wireless communication is that energy 

consumption increases with increase in transmission distance. In conventional sensor design, 

energy spent in sensing has an inverse relationship with the amount of signal energy received by 

the sensor. Node failures can adversely affect network performance leading to network 

partitioning and data transmission failure. Therefore, energy saving is a critical issue and must 

come from energy aware protocols and algorithms

1.8 Justification for adjustment of sensing range

Power saving techniques in wireless sensor networks can be classified into two categories. The 

first category uses scheduling such that subsets of sensors can alternate between active state and 

low power sleep mode. The second technique is that of adjusting the sensing range of the 

wireless sensor nodes. The example used by (Cardei et al 2005b) is used here for justification. 

Figure 1.2 (a) shows an example of four sensors si, S2, S3, S4 and three targets ti, t2, and t3. Each 

sensor has two sensing ranges ri and r2 where ri < r2. A node’s sensing area is the disk centered 

at the sensor, with a radius equal to the sensing range. A solid line denotes the range ri and a 

dotted line denotes the range r2. The coverage relationships between sensors and targets are 

illustrated in figure 1.2 (b): (sh n) = {t3}, (sh r2) = {tj, t3}, (s2, rj) = {t2}, (s2, r2) = (t,, t2}, (s3, r,) 

= {t2}, (s3, r2) = {t2, t3}, (s4, ri) = {ti, t3} and (s4, r2) = (ti, t2, t3). The initial energy at each 

sensor E=2. The energy required for one unit of time with range rj, ei=0.5. The energy required 

for one unit of time with range r2, e2=l.
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Figure 1.2: Sensor network with four sensors and three targets

(Source: Cardei et al. 2005)

In the sensor network shown above, a sensor can be part of more than one cover set and five 

different cover sets can be obtained using the combinations of the two sensing ranges (ri and r2): 

Ci= {(si, n), (s2, r2)}, C2= {(Si, r2), (s3, rj)}, C3= {(s2, ri), (s3, r2)}, C4= {(s4, r2)}, C5= {(s,, r,), 

(s2, ri), (s3, ri)}. These five cover sets are illustrated in figure 1.3. Each cover set is active for a 

unit time of 1 thus giving a maximum lifetime of 6 when using the sequence of cover sets: Ci, 

C2, C3, C4, C5 and C4. After this sequence, the residual energy of each sensor becomes zero as 

illustrated in table 1.1.

C, S, = 2 - 0 .5  = 1.5 S2 = 2 - 1  = 1

C2 Si = 1 .5 -1  = 0.5 S3 = 2 -0 .5  = 1.5

C3

unOIIO1II<NGO S3= 1 .5 -1  = 0.5

0 4^ S4 = 2 — 1=1

C5 Si = 0 .5 -0 .5  = 0 S2 = 0.5 -  0.5 = 0 00 u» II p 1 0 Ln II 0

'" c T S4 = 1 -  1 = 0

Table 1.1: Sequence of five cover sets with maximum lifetime of 6 time units
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Figure 1.3: Five set covers (Cj, C2, C3, C4, and C5) with different sensing ranges. 

(Source: Cardei et al. 2005)

If the sensor nodes do not have adjustable sensing ranges, then we obtain a lifetime of 4 when 

using sensing range r2. The sensors can be organized in two distinct cover sets, Ci= {(si, r2), (S2, 

r2)} and Cj= {(S4, r2)} with each cover set being active twice as illustrated in table 1.2.
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c, Si = 2 -  1 = 1 S2 = 2 - 1  = 1

c 2 S4 = 2 — 1 = 1

Cl S i - 1 -1 = 0 S2 = 1 -  1 = o

c 2 S4 = 1 -  1 =0

Table 1.2: Sequence of two cover sets with maximum lifetime of 4 time units 

The number of times a cover set can be active depends on the residual energy values of the 

individual sensors in the set. Therefore, this example shows a 50% increase in lifetime of the 

sensor network when adjustable sensing ranges are used.

1.9 Potential application areas of the proposed algorithm

Two potential applications of the proposed algorithm are illustrated here, one involving military 

surveillance of land mines and one for a provider of lighting and power.

In a self-healing mine field, anti-tank landmines are being equipped with sensing and 

communication capabilities to ensure that a particular area remains covered even if the enemy 

tampers with a mine to create a potential breach lane (Mariall et al. 2003). If tampering is 

detected by the mine network, an intact mine hops into the breach using a rocket thruster. The 

mines form a multi-hop ad hoc network and monitor radio link quality to detect failed mines. 

Nodes also estimate their location and orientation using ultrasonic ranging. When a node failure 

is detected, one o f the mines is selected to relocate itself using one of eight rocket thrusters

In business, sensor networks can be applied in similar innovative ways to improve services and 

save money. One such scenario involves a local power and lighting organization. Today, in order 

to determine which of thousands of street lights are out or in need of service the power company 

periodically surveys the lights after sunset or waits for a customer complaint. If the organization 

monitored its service area with thousands of cheap, light-sensor equipped motes, they can 

immediately pinpoint the location of non-working lights without incurring the labor and 

transportation cost of a physical survey. Repairs can be organized in a more systematic manner, 

complaint calls can be reduced and customers will be more satisfied (Wired 2003).
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Background

Wireless sensor nodes have been in existence for decades and have been used for applications as 

diverse as earthquake measurements to military surveillance. The main driving force behind 

WSNs development has been the military. In 1978, the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (DARPA) organized the Distributed Sensor Nets Workshop (DAR 1978), focusing on 

sensor network research challenges such as networking technologies, signal processing 

techniques and distributed algorithms. DARPA also operated the Distributed Sensor Networks 

(DSN) program in the early 1980s, which was then followed by the Sensor Information 

Technology (SensIT) program. In collaboration with the Rockwell Science Center, the 

University of California at Los Angeles proposed the concept of Wireless Integrated Network 

Sensors or WINS (Pottie 2001). One outcome of this project was the Low PowerWireless 

Integrated Microsensor (LWIM), produced in 1996 (Bult et al. 1996). This smart sensing system 

was based on a CMOS chip, integrated multiple sensors, interface circuits, digital signal 

processing circuits, wireless radio, and microcontroller onto a single chip.

The Smart Dust project (Kahn et al. 1999) at the University of California at Berkeley focused on 

the design of extremely small sensor nodes called motes. The goal of this project was to 

demonstrate that a complete sensor system can be integrated into tiny devices, possibly the size 

of a grain of sand or even a dust particle. The PicoRadio project (Rabaey et al. 2000) by the 

Berkeley Wireless Research Center (BWRC) focuses on the development of low-power sensor 

devices, whose power consumption is so small that they can power themselves from energy 

sources of the environment such as solar or vibrational energy. The MIT /*AMPS (micro- 

Adaptive Multidomain Power-aware Sensors) project also focuses on low-power hardware and 

software components for sensor nodes, including the use of microcontrollers capable of dynamic 

voltage scaling and techniques to restructure data processing algorithms to reduce power 

requirements at the software level (Calhoun et al. 2005).

Physical sensor nodes have been able to increase their capability in conjunction with Moore's 

Law. The chip footprint contains more complex and lower powered microcontrollers. The 

existing wireless network can be classified into two categories: infrastructure and ad-hoc
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network. The infrastructure network architecture contains a wired backbone which is connected 

to a base station. Communication between wireless hosts must go through the base station. Ad 

hoc wirelesses network on the other hand is a self-organizing system with wireless hosts that do 

not depend on any fixed network infrastructure. The nodes in a WSN are generally stationary and 

self-organized into a network. They perform sensing tasks and send the information to a control 

center or base station, where the end-user can retrieve the data. In table 2.1 (Dargie & 

Poellabauer 2010) highlight the major differences between traditional networks and WSNs.

Traditional networks Wireless sensor networks

General-purpose design; serving many Single-purpose design; serving one specific
applications. application.

Typical primary design concerns are network Energy is the main constraint in the design of
performance and latencies; energy is not a 
primary concern.

all node and network components.

Networks are designed and engineered
Deployment, network structure, and resource 
use are often ad hoc (without planning).according to plans.

Devices and networks operate in controlled and Sensor networks often operate in environments
mild environments. with harsh conditions.

Maintenance and repair are common and Physical access to sensor nodes is often
networks are typically easy to access. difficult or even impossible.

Component failure is addressed through Component failure is expected and addressed
maintenance and repair. in the design of the network.

Obtaining global network knowledge is Most decisions are made localized without the
typically feasible and centralized management 
is possible

support of a central manager

Table 2.1: Comparison of traditional networks and wireless sensor networks

Self-organized and self-configurable wireless sensor networks have attracted a great deal of 

interest from researchers and practitioners in recent years for their invaluable potentials in 

military and civilian applications where distributed sensing, collection and dissemination of 

information is required (Akyildiz et al. 2002). The self organizing and dynamic nature of
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wireless sensor networks require energy efficient algorithms and protocols which are capable of 

handling massive amounts of data generated by the sensors. Wireless sensor network design is 

influenced by many factors, which include fault tolerance, scalability, production costs, 

operating environment, network topology, hardware constraints, transmission media, and power 

consumption (Chong & Kumar 2003). These factors serve as a guideline in design of protocols 

and algorithms for wireless sensor networks. The computational and energy resources of a sensor 

node are limited due to size and weight restriction. They are also limited in terms o f computation 

power, storage and support short- range wireless communication. Sensors may be deployed in 

hostile and inaccessible environments where they are subjected to changing conditions and there 

is a possibility o f them being destroyed as a result of the harsh environmental conditions. Due to 

the frequent changes in sensor accessibility and power availability the network configuration will 

be subjected to frequent changes. The limited power supply is the most critical issue in wireless 

sensor networks. Therefore, the efficient use of available energy resources directly impacts the 

lifetime and performance of wireless sensor networks and it is very important that the algorithms 

and protocols used in wireless sensor networks must optimize the sensor energy utilization 

(Cardei et al. 2005a). A typical wireless sensor node can be in four communication modes: 

transmit, receive, idle or sleep and two states during monitoring: idle and active (Brinza & 

Zelikovsky 2006).

The sensor node power can be conserved by allowing some sensors to sleep while other sensors 

are covering the monitoring region of interest. In (Cardei et al. 2005a) other energy saving 

techniques are identified which include:

• Using energy efficient routing and data gathering techniques

• Adjusting the transmitting range of a sensor,

• Reducing the amount of data transmitted and

• Avoiding useless activities.

In this project our goal is to investigate distributed algorithms for energy efficient target 

coverage. We investigate the situation where sleep-wake scheduling is used to define the 

communication and monitoring activities of a sensor and there is adjustment of sensing ranges 

within the WSN. We propose a reliable distributed scheduling algorithm which can smoothly 

vary sensing range while providing optimal target coverage with a minimal set of active sensors.
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2.2 Literature Review and Theory
Energy saving in wireless sensor networks has attracted a lot of attention in the recent years and 

introduced unique challenges compared to traditional wired networks. Extensive research has 

been conducted to address these limitations by developing schemes that can improve resource 

efficiency. Mao et al. (2009) proposes an EDGA algorithm to achieve good performance in 

terms of lifetime by minimizing energy consumption for in-network communications and 

balancing the energy load. It is based on weighted election probabilities of each node to become 

a cluster head, which can better handle the heterogeneous energy capacities and adopt a simple 

but efficient method to solve the area coverage problem in a cluster range. Lee, Yoo and Chuan 

(2004) suggest a new clustering algorithm CODA. In order to mitigate the unbalance of energy 

depletion caused by different distance from the sink, CODA divides the whole network into a 

small number of groups based on the distance from the base station and the strategy of routing 

and each group has its own number of cluster members and member nodes. The farther the 

distance from the base station, the more clusters are formed in case of single hop with clustering. 

It shows better performance than applying the same probability to the whole network in terms of 

the network lifetime and the dissipated energy.

Heinzelman, Chandrakasan and Balakrishnan (2002) proposed LEACH, a substitute clustering 

based algorithm. In order to save energy, LEACH deals with the heterogeneous energy condition 

where the node with higher energy should have larger probability of becoming the cluster head. 

Each sensor node must have an approximation of the total energy of all nodes in the network to 

compute the probability of becoming a cluster head but it cannot make the decision of becoming 

a cluster head only by its local information, so the scalability of this scheme will be influenced. 

Lindsey and Raghavendra (2002) proposed an algorithm based on chain, which uses a greedy 

algorithm to form a data chain. Each node, aggregates data from downstream node and sends it 

to upstream node along the chain and communicates only with a close neighbor and takes turns 

transmitting to the base station, thus reducing the amount of energy spent per round. Younis and 

Fahmy (2004) discuss a HEED clustering algorithm which periodically selects a cluster head 

based on the node residual energy and node degree and a secondary parameter, such as node 

proximity to its neighbors or node degree. The clustering process terminates in 0(1) iterations 

and it also achieves fairly uniform cluster head distribution across the network and selection of 

the secondary clustering parameter can balance load among cluster heads.
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Kim et al. (2008) introduce a cluster head election method using fuzz logic to overcome the 

defects o f LEACH. They inquired that the network lifetime can be prolonged by using fuzz 

variables in homogeneous network system, which is different from the heterogeneous energy 

consideration. Recently (Kumar, Aseri & Patel January 2009, March 2009), authors suggested 

the impact of heterogeneity of nodes in terms of their energy that are hierarchically clustered in 

WSNs and initiate an energy efficient heterogeneous clustered method for WSNs based on 

weighted election probabilities of each node to become a cluster head according to the residual 

energy in each node. For this they suppose a percentage of the population of sensor nodes is 

equipped with the additional energy resources.

The works of Cardei et al (2005b), Dhawan et al. (2006) and Lu et al. (2009) deal with the target 

coverage problem where the sensors can adjust their sensing range in order to conserve energy. 

In (Cardei et al 2005b), the authors divide the sensors into cover sets, where the sensors of each 

cover set adjust their sensing range in order to avoid covering the same targets two or more 

times. The authors examine the case where the nodes’ sensing range has p  steps, while they 

target to maximize the number of cover sets. They propose a Linear Programming (LP) solution 

to the target coverage problem for non-disjoint cover sets. Although the LP algorithm presents a 

high complexity 0 (w V ), where m is the number of cover sets and n the number of sensors, the 

authors also proposes a greedy algorithm with a lower complexity 0{dl?n), where d is the 

number of sensors that cover the most poorly covered targets and k is the number of targets. 

They assume a linear and an exponential energy consumption model for the sensing operation. 

The simulation results show that the consumed energy can be reduced in half compared to the 

approach where the sensors have the longest possible sensing range.

Unlike Cardei et al (2005b), in (Dhawan et al. 2006), it is assumed that each sensor has an 

infinite number of options concerning its sensing range. The authors propose an approximate 

algorithm to solve this problem based on Garg and Konemann algorithm (Garg & Konemann 

1998). Their simulation results show a significant improvement over the distributed algorithm of 

Cardei et al (2005b). The work of Lu et al. (2009) presents an extension of the work of Cardei et 

al (2005b), where given a set of sensors and targets, a sensor can watch only one target at a time.
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The objective is to schedule sensors to monitor targets, such that the lifetime of the surveillance 

system is maximized, where lifetime is defined as the duration of time when all targets are 

covered. This problem does not belong to the NP class, as it can be solved in polynomial time. 

The authors present a distributed algorithm that builds a virtual backbone first to satisfy network 

connectivity, and they ensure coverage based on that backbone. In providing such a virtual 

backbone, the authors first construct a connected dominating set and prune redundant sensors by 

applying the Rule-k algorithm (Dai & Wu 2003).

Cardei et al (2005a) introduce an energy efficient target coverage mechanism for sensor 

networks. The idea is to extend the network lifetime by organizing sensors into the maximal 

number of set covers. These set covers are activated successively such that at any given time 

only a set is active. The nodes from the active set will be in the active state while all the others 

will be in the sleep state. A key difference between this approach and (Slijepcevic & Potkonjak 

2001) is that the sensor nodes can participate in multiple sets (the covers do not contain mutually 

exclusive nodes). The single restriction is that the sum of all time weights associated with the 

sets a node belongs to has to be 1. Thus, in a complete cycle each node consumes the same 

amount o f energy. They formalize the Maximum Set Covers (MSC) problem and they prove it to 

be NP-complete. In order to find the solutions two heuristics are used: a linear programming 

(LP) heuristic and a greedy heuristic. The greedy heuristic has a lower complexity than LP and 

thus a lower execution time. The evaluation confirms that Greedy performs slightly better and 

that it is more scalable for large sensor networks. They also show that for a specific number of 

targets the network lifetime increases with the increase of the number of sensors and the increase 

of sensing range. On the other hand, by using a constant number of sensors and sensing ranges 

they observe that the lifetime decreases with the increase of the number of targets.

It has also been proven in (Cardei & Du 2005) that the disjoint set coverage problem is NP- 

complete and has a lower approximation bound of 2 for any polynomial time approximation. In 

(Berman et al. 2004, 2005 and Cardei et al 2005a) the disjoint set cover problem is further 

extended by not requiring the sensor sets to be disjoint (i.e., a sensor can be active in more than 

one sensor set) thereby, allowing the sets to operate for different time intervals. It is also shown 

in (Cardei et al 2005a) that non-disjoint sensor covers can provide better lifetime when compared 

to disjoint set covers.
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CHAPTER 3: ENERGY MANAGEMENT IN WIRELESS SENSOR 
NETWORKS
Energy management in WSNs is of critical importance due to the energy limitation inherent in 

the sensor network. A sensor’s durability and reliability depend on its battery’s capacity and on 

the energy consuming tasks it performs in order to fulfill its functions. Energy is a scarce 

resource in every wireless device but, the problem is amplified in sensor networks due to the 

following reasons: (Dargie & Poellabauer 2010)

a) Compared to the complexity of the sensing, processing, self management and 

communication tasks carried out by sensor networks, the sensor nodes are very small in 

size to accommodate high capacity power supplies required by these tasks.

b) WSNs consist of thousands of sensor nodes in a distributed environment making manual 

changing, replacement or recharging of batteries almost impossible.

c) While the research community is investigating the contribution of renewable energy and 

self-recharging mechanisms, the size of the nodes still remains a constraining factor.

d) The failure of a few nodes in a WSN can adversely affect network performance resulting 

in premature fragmentation of the network or death of the whole network.

The problem of energy consumption can be approached from two perspectives. The first is to 

develop energy efficient, self - organizing communication protocols which take into account the 

unique characteristics of WSNs. The second approach is to identify activities in the network 

which are both wasteful and unnecessary and mitigate their impact.

3.1 Sources of energy wastage in WSNs

During the normal working of a WSN the sensor nodes engage in various activities which result 

in useful as well as wasteful energy consumption (Dargie & Poellabauer 2010). The activities 

that relate to useful energy consumption can be due to data transmission or reception, query 

requests processing and forwarding of queries and data to neighboring nodes. Wasteful and 

unnecessary activities can be limited to a sensor node or can have a network wide scope. In both 

cases these activities can be viewed as accidental side-effects or can be as a result o f non-optimal 

software and hardware implementations. Jiang et al. (2007) presents observations based on field 

deployment which reveal that some nodes exhausted their batteries prematurely as a result of
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unexpected overhearing of traffic that caused the communication subsystem to become 

operational for a longer time than originally intended. Similarly, other nodes exhausted their 

batteries prematurely because they aimlessly attempted to establish links with a network that was 

no longer accessible to them.

Most of the wasteful and unnecessary activities can be attributed to non-optimal configuration 

and implementation of hardware and software components. The four major sources of energy 

waste are: (Ye, Heidemann & Estrin 2002)

Idle listening -  This occurs when a node is listening to the channel in order to receive possible 

traffic, but is neither transmitting nor receiving any data. This process typically consumes much 

more energy than if the node were to sleep.

Packet collision -  When packets collide, energy is wasted because the packet along with 

associated control overhead must be retransmitted. Thus, the energy used to transmit and receive 

the colliding packets is wasted. Collisions can be reduced by scheduling or deferring for random 

intervals from medium access.

Overhearing -  This occurs when a node promiscuously listens to packets which are destined for 

other nodes. Overhearing unnecessary traffic can be a dominant factor of energy waste when 

traffic load is heavy and node density is high. In this case, the node could sleep rather than idly 

listening to the channel.

Control packet overhead -  Aside from the data packet, which has additional header bytes 

prepended, usually other MAC layer packets add overhead. For example, an acknowledgement 

packet is usually required from the receiver to verify whether the data transmission was a success 

or a failure. A minimal number of these packets should be used to make a data transmission so as 

to reduce control packet overhead and conserve energy since transmission, reception and 

listening to these packets will result in energy consumption. Over-emission which is caused by 

transmission of a message when the destination node is not ready should be avoided as it wastes 

energy.
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3.2 Energy conservation techniques in WSNs

The first step toward developing energy conservation techniques and strategies is the 

understanding of how energy is consumed by the different subsystems of the wireless sensor 

node. This knowledge enables wasteful activities to be identified and avoided as well as enabling 

one to estimate the overall energy dissipation rate in a sensor node and how this rate affects the 

lifetime o f the entire network. It is therefore critical to minimize the energy consumption of 

sensor nodes while meeting the application requirements. Several energy techniques have been 

identified in literature, but, for the purpose of this study we will concentrate on duty cycling or 

sleep -  wake scheduling.

3.2.1 Sleep -  Wake scheduling

In order to extend the working lifetime o f individual devices in a sensor network, it is common 

practice that some node elements are deactivated, including the radio transceiver which 

contributes significantly to the node’s overall energy consumption. These devices should remain 

inactive for most of the time and should only be activated when they are required to transmit or 

receive messages from other nodes. The radio transceiver can operate in one out of four modes 

(Shwe, Jiang & Horiguchi 2009), which differ in the consumption of energy necessary for proper 

operation. During transmission mode when signals are transmitted to other nodes the greatest 

energy is consumed, approximately 80 mW. Approximately the same energy is consumed in the 

reception o f messages from other nodes and idle listening mode when the transceiver is inactive, 

turned on and ready to change to data transmission or receiving state (i.e. 30 mW). In the sleep 

mode the radio transceiver is off and therefore consumes the least energy, approximately 0.003 

mW.

In event detection applications where occurrence of events is rare, the sensors spend most of the 

time in idle mode which consumes energy and effectively reduces the lifetime of the network. To 

mitigate such kind of a scenario it is prudent to turn the radio off and only activate it when an 

actual event occurs so as to conserve energy and extend the network lifetime. This is made 

possible by the use of sleep -  wake scheduling whereby sensors alternate between sleeping and 

waking periods. Only the waking sensors actively sense events in the environment while the 

sleeping sensors avoid idle listening and overhearing. A sensor in the sleeping mode is unable to 

transmit packets to other nodes but it can be able to receive packets destined to it.
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Active sensors on the other hand can be able to make measurements, perform computations and 

relay the information to base stations or sinks. Despite the fact that sleep -  wake scheduling can 

considerable improve energy efficiency and prolong network lifetime, it introduces an additional 

delay when a node has to wait for its next hop neighbor to wake up which could be unacceptable 

for the delay sensitive applications in WSNs. Shwe, Jiang & Horiguchi (2009) classify sleep -  

wake scheduling under three broad categories: on-demand, scheduled rendezvous and 

asynchronous schemes.

a) On-demand scheduling scheme

This scheme is based on the idea that a sensor node should be woken up when a packet from the 

neighboring nodes is received. This minimizes energy consumption and is particularly suitable 

for applications like fire detection, machine failure surveillance and event driven scenarios where 

very low duty cycles are required. In such applications the sensor nodes are in the monitoring 

state for most of the time and only transition to the transmission state when an event is detected. 

The main aim of this scheme is to reduce energy consumption in the monitoring state while 

ensuring a limited latency for transitioning in the transfer state.

b) Scheduled rendezvous scheme

Individual nodes define their own sleeping schedules and share these schedules with their 

neighbors to facilitate coordinated sensing and efficient inter-node communication. This 

synchronous sleeping scheme requires that all the neighboring nodes wake up at the same time. 

Nodes are also required to wake up periodically to check for potential communication within the 

network after which they return to sleep until the next rendezvous time. The major advantage of 

this scheme is that it allows sending of broadcast messages since it guarantees synchronized 

wake up o f all neighboring nodes. The main disadvantage is that neighbors need to synchronize 

time as well as their sleep -  wake schedules which is an energy intensive process.
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Figure 3.1: Scheduled rendezvous scheme.

(Source: Shwe, Jiang & Horiguchi 2009, p.22)

c) Asynchronous scheduling scheme

This scheme avoids the tight synchronization among sensor nodes required by the scheduled 

rendezvous scheme. Individual nodes keep their sleeping schedules to themselves and a node that 

initiates a communication should first send a preamble and wait for an acknowledgement from 

the receiving node before continuing with the transmission o f the data as shown in figure 3.2. 

Each node is allowed to wake up independently of the others by guaranteeing that neighbors 

always have overlapping active periods within a specified number of cycles. The main drawback 

is that it has a latency side-effect on data transmission.

Transmitter

Receiver

Sleep

Sleep

1

t t t
Check the Check the Channel and receive Check the 
Channel Channel

Hgure 3.2: Asynchronous scheduling scheme. 

(Source: Shwe, Jiang & Horiguchi 2009, p.22)
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There are different types of algorithms which have been developed to help conserve energy in 

sensor nodes by allowing redundant nodes to sleep. These algorithms determine which nodes in 

the network are redundant and select a subset of these nodes to sleep for a predefined period of 

time, after which they should wake up and take part in the network activities. Some of these 

algorithms which employ sleep-wake scheduling are discussed below:

3.3 Sparse Topology and Energy Management (STEM)

In STEM (Schurgers et al. 2002a, 2002b), a node spends most of its time monitoring data and 

only powers on the radio transceiver when it needs to forward some data to neighboring nodes. 

Bearing in mind that the radio is the largest energy consumer in a WSN, turning it off when it is 

not in use will conserve the limited energy resource. The more time spend by the network in 

monitoring environmental conditions, the more energy STEM will save. STEM adds a second 

radio to the sensor nodes. The primary radio is used for the reception and transmission of 

messages, whereas the second radio is a low duty cycle radio used for the transmission of 

“wakeup messages”. Wakeup messages are messages that are periodically sent out to 

neighboring nodes informing them that the sending node would like to communicate with them 

and therefore they must wake up for communication to be possible. A sleeping node will 

periodically wake up to see if another node is trying to communicate with it. If a node is trying to 

communicate with it, it will wake up and receive the communication. If there is no node trying to 

communicate, it will go back to sleep. Since collisions are bound to occur, a node will also wake 

up if it is in listening mode and hears a collision.

The main problem with STEM is that it sacrifices latency. If a particular node wants to 

communicate with another node, and the receiving node is in sleep mode, the transmitting node 

must wait for node to wake up before it can initiate transmission of packets. This delay is very 

critical is some applications and can be a drawback in delay sensitive applications of wireless 

sensor networks.
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3.4 Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF)

GAF is a localized distributed topology management algorithm that allows nodes to sleep with 

the main aim of conserving energy (Xu, Heidemann & Estrin 2001 and Xu et al. 2003). It uses 

location information generated by a GPS device to organize redundant nodes into groups. Some 

of the redundant nodes will be put to sleep. It divides the network area into virtual grids. A 

virtual grid is “defined such that, for two adjacent grids A and B, all nodes in A can 

communicate with all nodes in B and vice versa” Xu, Heidemann and Estrin (2001). Since all 

nodes in adjacent grids can communicate with each other the nodes in these two grids are 

equivalent to the routing algorithm. The nodes can be in three different states, sleeping, 

discovery or active state. The main concept of GAF is to maintain only one node with its radio 

turned on per grid square. An active node has the responsibility of relaying all the network traffic 

on behalf o f its grid square. The state transitions of GAF are illustrated in figure 3.3.

Receive message from 
node within my grid with

Receive message from 
node within my grid 
with higher value o f 
ranking function

Figure 3.3: State Transitions in GAF algorithm.

(Source: Xu, Heidemann & Estrin 2001)

All nodes begin in the discovery state where the radio transceiver is turned on and is pending to 

switch to active state. In this state a node sends out discovery messages and receives replies back 

in order to determine the nodes in its same grid. The node spends a fixed amount of time To in 

the discovery state then it transitions to the active state. After spending a fixed amount of time 

Ta in the active state, the node switches back to the discovery state. Every time a node changes 

state to active or discovery, it sends out a broadcast message containing node id, grid id and the 

value of the ranking function.
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If a node in the active or discovery state receives a message from a node in the same grid with a 

higher value of the ranging function, it is allowed to change its state to sleep and turns its radio 

off for a time Ts. The ranking function and timers To, TA, Ts can be used to tune the algorithm. 

The ranking function usually selects nodes with the longest expected lifetime as the active nodes. 

GAF algorithm suffers from quite a number of drawbacks. The first drawback is that it requires 

location information for it to operate effectively. It guesses at connectivity instead of directly 

measuring it thus requiring more nodes to be active than may be necessary. GAF is also 

completely independent of the routing algorithm used, meaning it may allow a node to sleep 

even if that node is actively participating in routing causing interruptions in communication and 

increasing latency.

3.5 Cluster-Based Energy Conservation (CEC)

Cluster-based Energy Conservation (Xu, Heidemann & Estrin 2001) is an algorithm based on 

GAF but it directly measures the network connectivity, thus not requiring location information 

and finding redundancy in the network more accurately. CEC organizes nodes into overlapping 

clusters, which are nodes that are at most two hops from each other. The node in the cluster that 

is one hop form all other nodes and has the most residual energy selects itself to be the cluster 

head. Due to the overlap in the clusters, some nodes will be members of multiple clusters. These 

nodes are gateway nodes and will connect the clusters preserving network connectivity. The rest 

of the nodes in the clusters are considered redundant and are put to sleep. After a specified period 

of time, these nodes wake up and a cluster head will once again be selected. The role of the 

cluster head is rotated among all nodes in the cluster so all nodes have a chance to sleep and 

conserve energy. CEC is an acceptable sleep cycle management algorithm for applications where 

there is no location information available. It would be a good solution for network deployments 

that have variable radio ranges since it directly measures the network connectivity. Despite the 

fact that CEC conserves more energy than GAF, it does not perform well if the network topology 

changes frequently.
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3.6 Span
Span (Chen et al. 2001) is based on the fact that a WSN can be connected with only a subset of 

the deployed nodes being active with a sufficient density of nodes. The nodes that remain active 

in Span are called coordinators and are used by the routing protocol. The rest of the nodes are put 

in power-saving sleep mode with their radios turned off. Coordinators are selected based on local 

information only. All nodes maintain a list of neighbors which includes a list o f coordinators. 

This neighbor list is maintained by each node periodically broadcasting a HELLO message 

which states that the node is alive. This message contains information about the node, such as if 

it is a coordinator or not, the current coordinator list, and the current neighbor list. A node 

becomes a coordinator if two of its neighbors cannot reach each other. Nodes can reach each 

other if they can communicate directly or by using one or two coordinators.

Coordinators periodically demote themselves in order to go into power-saving mode. A demoted 

coordinator can no longer be designated a coordinator but will continue to participate in routing 

until a non-coordinator node replaces it. This means that there is no increase in latency. The 

replacement of coordinators is made possible by non-coordinator nodes periodically waking up 

and determining if there is need for them to become coordinator (if two of its neighbors cannot 

reach each other). Changing the role of coordinators among all the nodes helps to prolong the 

network lifetime. By allowing nodes to reach each other via one or two coordinators, fewer 

coordinators can be used, which also increases the network lifetime since more nodes can be put 

in power-saving mode. Span uses only local information (no centralized decisions); however, it 

requires nodes to send HELLO messages which uses bandwidth and energy.

3.7 Naps

Naps (Godfrey & Ratajczak 2004), is based on message broadcasts, with each node cycling 

through a time period. At the beginning of the time period a node broadcasts a HELLO message 

and sets a counter to zero. The node then goes into a listening state where it listens for HELLO 

messages from other nodes. Each time it receives a HELLO message from another node it 

increments its counter. When the counter reaches a threshold value, which is a parameter to the 

algorithm, the node goes to sleep. When the time period expires, the node will wake up and start 

the time period again. If the node’s counter does not reach the specified threshold then the node
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remains awake for the time period. Naps algorithm does not require any location information but, 

it does introduce extra traffic into the network with its use of HELLO messages. It also does not 

minimize the number of awake nodes since it assumes reliable transmission of the HELLO 

messages, which is not always the case due to collisions. The role of which nodes are put to sleep 

is not rotated as the nodes that are put to sleep are just the ones that receive the threshold number 

of HELLO messages from the neighbors. Due to the proximity o f the nodes to each other, it may 

always be the same nodes that are allowed to be put to sleep. As network density increases, more 

nodes will be put to sleep; therefore, low density networks may not benefit from Naps since few 

nodes will be allowed to sleep meaning minimal energy savings.
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CHAPTER 4: DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
In this chapter we present a discussion of the Load Balancing Protocol for sensing (LBP) with 

fixed sensing range and propose an enhanced Distributed Scheduling Algorithm with adjustable 

sensing range (DSA) which is an extension of LBP.

4.1 Load Balancing Protocol for Sensing (LBP)

The main idea of LBP (Brinza & Zelikovsky 2006) is that by means of load balancing a 

maximum number of sensors are kept alive for as long as possible by ensuring that if a certain 

sensor is being overused as compared to its neighbors, then it should get a break and be allowed 

to sleep. Sensors are allowed to freely exchange on and off states. Each sensor node can be in 

three different states:

On state: the sensor is actively monitoring its targets and does not waste energy.

Off state: idle and sleepy modes, the sensor stops wasting any energy.

Alert state: active and listening mode, the sensor monitors its targets and should change 

its state to either active or idle in order to conserve energy.

Each alert sensor knows all the states its neighbors are on due to the fact that any state transition 

is immediately broadcasted to the neighbors together with the current energy supply. When a 

sensor is in the Alert state there are two rules which describe its state transitions:

1) On -  rule -  whenever a sensor s has a target that is solely covered by it and there is no 

other on or alert sensor covering it, it should change its state to on and cover the target.

2) O ff -  rule -  whenever a target covered by a sensor s is also covered by another on or 

alert sensor with a larger battery supply, s should change its state to o ff

For a certain period o f time depending on the energy spent on communication, all nodes are 

alerted using wake-up calls and each sensor has to decide whether to change its state to on or off 

in a process called global reshuffle. During global reshuffle, each sensor sends out two 

broadcasts to its neighbors. The first broadcast includes the targets it is covering and the battery 

supply (energy level). T he second broadcast informs the neighbors of the state transition it will 

be taking, either on state or off state. If an active sensor exhausts its energy and is about to die, it 

sends out a wake-up call to its neighbors. A minimal subset of neighbors in off state changes 

their state to on and effectively substitute the dead sensor.

It has been shown by Berman et al. (2004) that LBP satisfies the following properties:
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a) Each global reshuffle of LBP requires two broadcasts to the neighbors and the resultant 

set of all active sensors forms a minimal sensor cover.

b) LBP is a reliable protocol. This is due to the fact that the off-rule allows a sensor to 

switch itself off only if it does not have the maximum battery supply for any of its targets 

covered by on sensors with greater battery supply. This means that, for any target, there 

is a sensor covering it with the largest battery power.

•The main drawback of LBP is that it balances the load of sensors (while it does not matter if 

they are alive or dead) instead of balancing the energy of sensors covering the same target. 

Brinza & Zelikovsky (2006).”

4.2 Proposed Distributed Scheduling Algorithm with adjustable sensing range (DSA)

The main objective o f this algorithm is to maximize the time that the sensors can actively 

monitor the targets by using sleep-wake schedules and smooth adjustment of the sensing range. 

DSA should be able to keep as many live sensors as possible by means of load balancing and 

allowing them to die simultaneously. There are three questions which should be answered by the 

distributed scheduling algorithm with adjustable sensing range:

a) What rules should be used by each sensor node to decide whether to turn on or off?

b) When a sensor decides to turn on and be active, what should be its sensing range?

c) When should nodes make such kind of decisions?

To answer these three questions, we describe the states and the transition rules o f the sensors. 

Each sensor can be in one of three different states at any point in time.

- Active: the sensor monitors its targets.

- Idle: the sensor sleeps and does not monitor any targets.

- Vulnerable: the sensor monitors its targets and should change its state to either active or 

idle state soon.

We assume that each sensor can communicate with its neighbors within two times of the 

maximum sensing range. Initially each sensor broadcasts its energy level and covered targets to 

its neighbors; this facilitates the formation of the sensor cover schedule. Each sensor will change 

its state based on the following transition rules. When a sensor is in the vulnerable state with 

range r, then it should change its state to
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- Active state with sensing range r if there is a target at range r which is not covered by 

any other active or vulnerable sensors.

- Vulnerable state but decrease its sensing range to the next furthest target if all targets at 

range r are covered by other active or vulnerable sensor with greater energy supply.

- Idle state if its sensing range decreases to zero.

- Terminated state if its energy level gets completely exhausted.

Start

Figure 4.1: State transitions in the proposed algorithm.

Once all the sensors have made a decision to be active or idle, they will stay in that state for a 

period of time called shuffle time or until there is an active sensor which exhausts it energy and 

is going to die. This dying sensor sends a wake-up call to all the sensors in the network causing 

them to transition to the vulnerable state with their maximum sensing range. When there is a 

target that cannot be covered by any sensor in the network, the network fails.

As in Berman et al. (2005), we can show that DSA satisfies the following properties:

Theorem 1: Each global reshuffle needs 2 broadcasts (to the neighbors) from each sensor and 

the resulted set of all active sensors forms and minimal sensor cover.

Proof: Taking the assumption that each sensor knows the coordinates of all its neighbors and all 

the targets to be monitored. For each reshuffle there is one broadcast informing the neighbors of 

the sensors available energy level and the covered targets and the second broadcast informs the 

neighbors that the sensor changes its state to one of the 3 non- vulnerable states. The resulting set 

of active sensors is minimal and covers all targets since a sensor can change its state to idle only 

when its sensing range reaches zero, that is, all of its targets are covered by other active sensors 

with greater energy supply.
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Theorem 2: DSA is a reliable protocol.

Proof: Following the fact that the active sensors form a minimal sensor cover as shown in 

theorem 1 above, we can show that DSA is a reliable protocol. In DSA, a sensor can only 

change its state to idle when its sensing range reaches zero, meaning it will only sleep if all its 

targets are covered by other active sensors with greater energy supply. Therefore, for any target i, 

there is a sensor with the largest energy supply to cover it.

Theorem 3: The message complexity of DSA is O(na) and the time complexity is 0(a2) where a 

is the number of neighbors and n is the number of sensors.

Proof: Taking the worst case scenario, for each shuffle time, each sensor receives a message 

from one or more neighbors. Each sensor node has no more than a neighbors, therefore, it can 

receive at most a messages and scans over this messages in O(a) time. However, it may have to 

wait on all its neighbors to make a decision, therefore the time accumulates as 0(a  + a + a

^ ....+ a ) in the decision phase. This implies that the time complexity is 0(a2). Each sensor has

at most a neighbors and can broadcast at most two messages to its neighbors per shuffle time, so 

each sensor sends at most O(a) messages in the decision phase. This means that the message 

complexity is O(na).
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CHAPTER 5: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

5.1 Methodology

The network model used in this project is similar to the models described in (Cardei et al. 2005b 

and Dhawan et al. 2006). We assume that sensors are deployed over a monitoring region where 

each sensor is in charge of monitoring assigned targets from where it can collect data without the 

help of any other sensor. We also assume that each sensor knows its own coordinates as well as 

the coordinates of the targets it is covering. All the sensors are able to smoothly vary their 

sensing range and they largely exceed the number of targets to be monitored so that some sensors 

can turn themselves off and go into low power sleep mode and save energy. A sleeping sensor 

cannot hear any packets but can be woken up using wakeup mechanisms. To ensure that the 

network is fault tolerant, the sensors should be able to broadcast just before the battery 

exhaustion so that the neighboring sleep nodes can wake up and replace the dead sensor. For any 

target there is at least one sensor which cannot become idle unless there is an active sensor 

covering that particular target. This requirement in the network model guarantees the correctness 

of the distributed algorithm and also ensures complete target coverage.

We will test the performance of the distributed algorithm by simulating it over a wide range of 

simulation parameters. Two energy models will be used as defined by Cardei et a l 2005b. The 

linear model defines the energy qj needed to cover a target at distance d as ed = 0(d) The

quadratic model defines the energy needed to cover a target at distance d  as e</ = O(d2). In the

simulation the adjustable parameters will be the number of sensors, the number of targets and the 

sensing range. The simulator will take inputs like, target id, sensing range, shuffle time, 

maximum battery power, sensor id and sensor position. The sensors will be able to change their 

sensing range based on the number of targets to be covered and the sensing range of the 

neighboring sensors. The sensors communicate through packets and alternate between sleep and 

active mode. At any one time all targets should be covered and the sensing range o f each sensor 

should be minimal so as to conserve the sensors power. The simulation will terminate when a 

target cannot be covered by any of the sensors in the network. The output will be the network 

lifetime, which is the performance measure.
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5.2 Design
To evaluate the performance of the proposed Distributed scheduling algorithm with adjustable 

sensing range and to make comparison with the Load balancing protocol described by Brinza and 

Zelikovsky (2006), both algorithms are implemented using Microsoft Visual Studio C# 2008 in 

Windows XP operating system. The target and sensor input file are generated using Research 

Randomizer (Version 3.0) designed by Urbaniak & Pious (2011). The main classes in DSA are 

highlighted in figure 5.1 below.
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Figure 5.1 DSA Class diagram
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Figure 5.2 DSA main Graphical User Interface 

5.3 Simulation Setup

To evaluate the performance of the distributed algorithms, a static network of sensors and targets 

which are randomly distributed in 100m xlOOm area is used. We make the assumption that each 

sensor node can be able to communicate with neighboring sensors at two times its sensing range. 

The simulations are carried out by varying the sensor and target densities, the maximum sensing 

range, the energy models and the placement of the sensor nodes within the monitoring region. 

The simulator is designed to model a wide range of sensor network sizes with varying node 

densities. The sensors and targets are randomly deployed during the creation of the sensor and 

target input files. The model uses a low power consumption radio proposed by (Heinzelman, 

Chandrakasan & Balakrishnan 2000), where the energy consumption for transmission and 

reception is 50 nJ/bit and the energy consumed during sleep mode is zero. The tunable 

parameters during the simulation runs are summarized in table 5.1:
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Parameter Value

Network size 100 x 100 m2

Number of sensors 40 to 160 with an increment of 20

Number of targets 10 to 60 with an increment of 10

Maximum sensing range 30m and 50m

Energy consumption model 

Linear 

Quadratic

ed = 0(d) 

ed = ©(t/2)

Broadcast packet size 2000 bits

Initial energy per node 500 Joules

Transmission and reception energy 50 nJ/bit

Table 5.1: Simulation parameters.

For each of the algorithms, LBP and DSA, the following steps are required for the simulation:

1. Generate the target and sensor files which contain the target id, target x and y coordinates, 

sensor id, sensor energy level and the sensor x and y coordinates.

2. On the main form, select the algorithm and energy model, input the maximum sensing range 

and provide the location of the target file and sensor file.

3. Using these data and parameters, start the simulation.

4. The simulation runs until a target cannot be covered.

5. The simulation stops, and the lifetime of the network is generated as the final result.

5.4 Explanation of the proposed algorithm (DSA)

In DSA, each sensor node has to decide whether they can go to sleep or become active and cover 

the targets in the monitoring region. Each sensor knows all its neighboring sensors and covered
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targets. After exchanging their energy levels and covered targets using the rules in chapter 4, 

each sensor makes a decision on whether to be active or idle. The simulation steps are as follows:

1. Targets and sensors are read into memory.

2. Sensor nodes are in the vulnerable state and know their neighbors and covered targets.

3. Each sensor checks with each neighboring sensor starting with the furthest target whether 

that target can be covered by the neighboring sensor with larger energy supply. If the 

neighbor can cover the target it removes that target from its target list and reduces the sensing 

range to the next target. If the sensing range reaches zero, the sensor goes to sleep. This 

process stops after all sensors make a decision.

4. After all sensors make a decision to be either active or idle, they stay in that state for a period 

of time called shuffle time or until an active sensor exhausts its energy and is going to die. A 

wake-up call is sent to all sensors causing them to transition into the vulnerable state with the 

maximum sensing range and repeats the process from step 3.

5. The simulation is repeated until a target cannot be covered by any of the sensors.

6. The process terminates and the lifetime of the network is printed out.

5.5 Experimental study

The main purpose o f carrying out the experiments is to evaluate the performance of DSA and 

LBP by varying the node and target densities, the maximum sensing range, the energy models 

and the placement of the sensor nodes within the monitoring region, with the main aim being to 

find out which algorithm performs better than the other in terms of lifetime maximization. The 

hrst four simulations are aimed at finding out the impact of increase in the number of sensor 

nodes and the maximum sensing range on the lifetime of the sensor network. We conduct the 

simulations with 30 randomly deployed targets, 40 to 160 randomly deployed sensors with an 

increment o f 20, maximum sensing range of 30m and 50m with the linear and quadratic energy 

model.
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The fifth and sixth simulation focuses on the impact of increase in the number of targets to be 

monitored on the sensor network lifetime. We conduct the simulations with 60 randomly 

deployed targets, 40 to 160 sensors with an increment of 20, maximum sensing range of 30m 

with linear and quadratic energy model. The seventh also focuses on the impact o f increase in the 

number of targets to be monitored on the sensor network lifetime. We conduct the simulation 

with 100 randomly deployed sensors, 20 to 50 randomly deployed targets, and maximum sensing 

range of 30m with the linear and quadratic energy model. The eighth simulation is conducted 

with 30 randomly deployed targets, 60 sensors and maximum sensing range of 30m with linear 

and quadratic energy model. The main aim of this simulation is to find out if sensor node 

placement in an area affects the network lifetime. It is usually important to ensure that enough 

output data have been obtained from the simulation in order to estimate the model performance 

with sufficient accuracy. With reference to the rule o f thumb by Robinson (2004) where he 

identifies a reasonable number of replications to be at least three to five, we use five samples of 

60 randomly generated sensors. The ninth simulation is conducted with 30 randomly deployed 

targets, 40 to 160 sensors with an increment of 20, maximum sensing range of 30m with linear 

and quadratic energy model. The main aim of this simulation is to evaluate the message 

complexity of LBP and DSA

5.6 Limitations of the design

The model considers a low power consumption radio proposed by (Heinzelman, Chandrakasan 

& Balakrishnan 2000) that provides a commonly used starting point, however, the model has not 

been verified against the behavior of a physical radio in a wireless sensor network. When 

computing node energy consumption, the CPU and the sensors are consumers that may or may 

not be neglected, depending on the nature of the application. So, the radio model must be used 

jointly with some figure of the energy consumption of those elements, because in the end, power 

supply must feed all the system and not just the radio.
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CHAPTER 6: SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1. Presentation of results

The simulations are carried out by varying the sensor and target densities, the maximum sensing 

range, the energy models and the placement of the sensor nodes within the monitoring region. 

The first simulation is conducted with 30 randomly deployed targets, 40 to 160 sensors with an 

increment of 20, maximum sensing range of 30m with linear energy model. The results are 

shown in table 6.1 and figure 6.1. The results show a significant increase in network lifetime 

with the increase in number of sensor nodes due to the fact that each target can be covered by 

more sensors. The increase in the number of nodes results in an increase in the number of 

redundant nodes which are put to sleep thus conserving energy and increasing network lifetime. 

When comparing the performance of DSA against LBP there is a significant increase in lifetime 

with smooth adjustment of sensing range as opposed to using fixed range sensor nodes.

Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

DSA 56.7 109.2 181.6 207.0 260.6 309.7 389.3

LBP 49.0 83.3 133.3 150.0 166.7 216.7 283.3

Table 6.1: Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and linear energy model.

Figure 6.1: Network Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and linear energy
model.
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In the second simulation, we increase the maximum sensing range to 50m and run the simulation 

using the same number of sensors, targets and linear energy model. The results show a 

significant increase in network lifetime due to the fact that with an increase in sensing range 

fewer sensors are active at any one time, meaning that more sensors are able to conserve energy 

by transitioning to the sleep state. Table 6.2 and figure 6.2 shows the corresponding results.

Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

DSA 86.4 151.4 231.3 262.3 317.7 418.0 524.3

1 LBP 60.0 130.0 160.0 180.0 210.0 279.0 340.0

Table 6.2: Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 50m sensing range and linear energy model.

Figure 6.2: Network Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 50m sensing range and linear energy 
model.

The third and fourth simulations are conducted with 30 randomly deployed targets, 40 to 160 

sensors with an increment of 20, maximum sensing range of 30m and 50m with quadratic energy 

model. The results are shown in table 6.3, figure 6.3, table 6.4 and figure 6.4. The results are 

consistent with those generated in the previous simulations under the linear energy model. There 

is however, a significant improvement in network lifetime with DSA under the quadratic model 

as compared with the performance of LBP.
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Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
DSA 2.0 6.4 10.2 14.4 17.3 21.7 25.8

LBP 1.1 2.8 4.4 5.0 5.6 7.2 9.4

Table 6.3: Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy model.

- * - D S A  - * - L B P

Figure 6.3: Network Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy
model.

Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
DSA 3.5 8.3 12.9 18.3 21.4 26.4 31.5
LBP 1.2 2.6 3.2 3.6 4.2 5.4 6.8

I able 6.4: Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 50m sensing range and quadratic energy model.
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Figure 6.4: Network Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 50m sensing range and quadratic energy
model.

The fifth and sixth simulations are conducted with 60 randomly deployed targets, 40 to 160 

sensors with an increment of 20, maximum sensing range o f 30m with linear and quadratic 

energy model. The results are shown in table 6.5, figure 6.5, table 6.6 and figure 6.6. The results 

show a decrease in network lifetime with the increase in number of targets to be monitored. 

When comparing the performance of DSA against LBP there is a significant increase in the 

number of active sensors per round in the execution of the algorithms as compared with the case 

when the targets are 30. This increase in the number of active sensors is more notable in DSA as 

compared with LBP.

Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
DSA 59.9 105.9 120 138 205.6 245.9 309

| lbF ~ 50 66.7 100 116.7 150 182.3 232.3

I able 6.5: Lifetime variation with 60 targets, 30m sensing range and linear energy model.
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Figure 6.5: Network Lifetime variation with 60 targets, 30m sensing range and linear energy
model.

Number o f sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
DSA 3.9 5.4 7.4 8.8 13.5 16.2 20.8
LBP 1.7 2.2 3.3 3.9 5 5.5 7.2

Table 6.6: Lifetime variation with 60 targets, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy model.

Figure 6.6: Network Lifetime variation with 60 targets, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy
model.
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The seventh simulation also focuses on the impact of increase in the number o f targets to be 

monitored on the sensor network lifetime. We conduct the simulation with 100 randomly 

deployed sensors, 20 to 50 randomly deployed targets, and maximum sensing range of 30m with 

the linear and quadratic energy model. The results are shown in table 6.7, figure 6.7, table 6.8 

and figure 6.8. The results show a decrease in network lifetime with increase in number of 

targets to be monitored.

-
Number of targets 20 30 40 50

[dsa 305.2 255.7 197.9 107.2
1LBP 216.7 166.7 66.7 50

Table 6.7: Lifetime variation with 100 sensors, 30m sensing range and linear energy model.

T3
CouO)</>

k.o

20 30 40 50

Number of Targets

■  DSA ELBP

Hgure 6.7: Network Lifetime variation with 100 sensors, 30m sensing range and linear energy
model.

Number of targets 20 30 40 50
DSA 30.7 19.5 20.3 15.3
LBP 7.2 5.6 2.2 1.7

1 able 6.8: Lifetime variation with 100 sensors, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy model.
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Figure 6.8: Network Lifetime variation with 100 sensors, 30m sensing range and quadratic 
energy model.

The eighth simulation is conducted with 30 randomly deployed targets, 60 sensors and maximum 

sensing range of 30m with linear and quadratic energy model. The main aim of this simulation is 

to find out if sensor node placement in an area affects the network lifetime. We use different 

samples of 60 sensors which are randomly generated. The results are shown in table 6.9, figure 

6.9, table 6.10 and figure 6.10. The results show that sensor placement and distribution within a 

monitoring region critically affects the network lifetime. This is due to the fact that with 

placement variation there is a variation in the area covered by each sensor which translates to 

variation in the targets covered. Sample 3 depicts almost an optimal area and target coverage 

scenario while sample 4 depicts a scenario where there is clustering in particular regions and 

exposure of other regions resulting in poor lifetime performance.

Placement Sample 1 Sample2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5
DSA 109.2 76.9 130.8 58.3 127.5

|LBP 83.3 66.7 100 33.3 83.3

1 able 6.9: Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range, different samples of 60 sensors 
and linear energy model.
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Figure 6.9: Network Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range, different samples of 
60 sensors and linear energy model.

Placement Sample 1 Sample2 Sample 3 Sample 4 Sample 5
DSA 6.4 6.3 10.7 2.5 9.1
LBP 2.8 2.2 3.3 1.1 2.8

I able 6.10: Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range, different samples of 60 
sensors and quadratic energy model.
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Figure 6.10: Network Lifetime variation with 30 targets, 30m sensing range, different samples 
of 60 sensors and quadratic energy model.

The ninth simulation is conducted with 30 randomly deployed targets, 40 to 160 sensors with an 

increment of 20, maximum sensing range of 30m with quadratic energy model. The main aim of 

this simulation is to evaluate the message complexity of LBP and DSA. The results are shown in 

table 6.11, figure 6.11, table 6.12 and figure 6.12. The results show an increase in the message 

complexity in both algorithms with increase in the number of deployed sensors. This is due to 

the tact that with an increase in the number of sensors there is an increase in the number of 

broadcast messages and an increase in the number of neighbors per sensor.

Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
DSA 4634 13420 29528 43160 63924 88698 126734
LBP 3994 10160 21704 30528 40710 61724 92208

Table 6.11: Message complexity with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and linear energy model.
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Figure 6.11: Message complexity with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and linear energy model.

Number of sensors 40 60 80 100 120 140 160
DSA 314 1158 2328 4068 5604 8190 10894
LBP 148 476 910 1338 1792 2584 3600

Table 6.12: Message complexity with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy

Hgure 6.12: Message complexity with 30 targets, 30m sensing range and quadratic energy
model.
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The above tables and figures show variation in network lifetime with variation in the sensor node 

densities, target densities, maximum sensing range, different sensor placements and different 

energy models. From the simulation results, the improvement in network lifetime of DSA over 

LBP is about 26% on average in the linear energy model and about 50% on average in the 

quadratic energy model.

The simulation results can be summarized as follows:

• Given a specified number of targets the network lifetime increases with increase in the 
number of sensors and increase in the maximum sensing range

• With smooth adjustment of sensing range, the network lifetime significantly increases 
with the increase being more dramatic in the quadratic energy model.

• By using a constant number of sensors and sensing ranges the network lifetime decreases 
with the increase o f the number of targets to be monitored.

• Sensor placement variation has a significant impact on network lifetime.

• Message complexity increases with increase in the number o f sensors.

6.2. Discussion of the results

We evaluate and model DSA and LBP and verify their performance on target coverage, 

reliability, scalability and extension of network lifetime. Taking our first research question, when 

we compare the performance of DSA with adjustable sensing range against LBP with fixed 

sensing range, we are able to guarantee that there is a significant improvement in network 

lifetime when smooth adjustment of sensing range is used as opposed to using fixed range sensor 

nodes. From the simulation results, the improvement in network lifetime of DSA over LBP is 

about 26% on average in the linear energy model and about 50% on average in the quadratic 

energy model. Scalability is one of the many factors which influence wireless sensor network 

design. When we increase the number of sensor nodes deployed in the monitoring region, the 

results show a significant increase in network lifetime with the increase in number of sensor 

nodes due to the fact that each target can be covered by more sensors thus increasing the number 

of redundant nodes which are put to sleep conserving energy and increasing network lifetime.
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- :ne other hand when we increase the number of targets to be monitored, the results show a 

grease in network lifetime due to the fact that more sensors are required to be active so as to 

ensure complete target coverage. With the increase in the number of active sensors, there is a 

significant increase in the energy consumed per sensor resulting in a decrease in the network 

lifetime. When we take the case of increasing the maximum sensing range, the results show an 

increase in the network lifetime. This is due to the fact that dense deployment means overlap in 

’he monitoring regions o f the sensors, with the increase in the sensing range the overlap is more 

paramount and each sensor is able to cover more targets resulting in an increase in the number of 

redundant nodes which are effectively put to sleep conserving energy and increasing network 

lifetime.

The second research question seeks to find out the rules used by self-organizing monitoring 

schedules to make decisions on whether to become active or idle and the conditions under which 

nodes make such decisions. To answer this question the proposed algorithm DSA uses a set of 

’jansition rules. In the initialization phase, all sensors are in the vulnerable state with maximum 

sensing range. For each sensor, it should change to Active state with sensing range r if there is a 

target at range r which is not covered by any other active or vulnerable sensors or remain in the 

Vulnerable state but decrease its sensing range to the next furthest target if all targets at range r 

are covered by other active or vulnerable sensor with greater energy supply. If its sensing range 

decreases to zero it should change to Idle state. Once all the sensors have made a decision to be 

active or idle, they will stay in that state for a period of time called shuffle time or until there is 

an active sensor which exhausts it energy and is going to die

Our hypothesis for this study states that wireless sensor network lifetime increases with increase 

in number of sensor nodes with adjustable sensing range as compared with sensors with fixed 

sensing range and decreases with increase in the number of targets to be monitored. From the 

simulation results we prove that this hypothesis is true since, given a specified number of targets 

the network lifetime increases with increase in the number of sensors and increase in the 

maximum sensing range, and by using a constant number of sensors and sensing ranges the 

network lifetime decreases with increase in the number of targets to be monitored. We are also 

able to show that for all the simulations carried out DSA always out performs LBP in terms of 

network lifetime
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Energy saving in WSN has attracted a lot of attention and introduced quite a number of 

challenges as compared to traditional wired networks. Extensive research has been conducted 

with the main aim o f developing schemes that can improve resource efficiency and mitigate 

some of the unique challenges faced by WSNs. The main problem addressed in this paper is the 

determination of network lifetime when all targets are covered and sensor energy resources are 

constrained. We identify wasteful and unnecessary activities in sensor networks and provide a 

discussion of duty-cycling or sleep-wake scheduling as an energy conservation technique. We 

provide a problem formulation for the lifetime maximization problem with smooth adjustment of 

sensing range and use o f sleep-wake scheduling. We propose a distributed scheduling algorithm 

with adjustable sensing range and compare its performance with the load balancing protocol for 

sensing with fixed sensing range. We also provide the analysis to show the correctness and 

reliability of DSA and demonstrate it using the simulation results.

The simulation results show that with smooth adjustment of sensing range and use of sleep- 

wake schedules, the network life time is significantly improved. We prove that sensor node 

placement significantly affects the lifetime of a wireless sensor network. We also show that 

given a specified number of targets, increasing the number of sensors and the sensing range 

results in an increase in the network lifetime. We also prove that given a specified number of 

sensors and sensing range, increase in the number of targets to be monitored results in a decrease 

in the network lifetime. When comparing the performance of DSA and LBP under linear and 

quadratic energy models, DSA presents a more dramatic improvement in network lifetime in the 

quadratic energy model.

Ihe future work will include simulation of the proposed algorithm with the combination of 

communication protocols and improvement of its performance by reducing the inefficiency in 

load balancing among the sensors and better integration of adjustable sensing range into the 

proposed algorithm. DSA takes into account the energy consumed during message broadcasts 

within a one hop network, once it is combined with a communication protocol there will be an 

additional cost in communication in the relay of data from the sensing nodes to the base station. 

This increase in communication cost will affect the lifetime of the network. Therefore, the
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communication protocol should have mechanisms in place to reduce this cost as much as 

possible so that the lifetime of the network is not adversely affected when routing is introduced. 

DSA can also be extended to accommodate mobile targets and also allow for sensor node 

mobility. This ability will make it more desirable in dynamic battlefields where the targets are 

mobile and multiple unpredictable events occur.
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APPENDIX -  A
C# code for DSA worker class

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;
using System.Text;
using System.IO;
using System.Windows.Forms;

namespace wsndsa
{

public class ShiftEventArgs
{

string message;

public string Message
{

get { return m essage;} 
set { message = value; }

}
}
public class worker
1

public delegate void ShiftEventI landler(object sender, ShiftEventArgs e); 
public event ShiftEventHandler ShiftEventOccured; 
private static Eist<string> txt;
static void DumpToFile(string path, string[] linesToWrite)
{

using (Stream Writer sw = File.AppendText(path))
{

//File.WriteAllLines(path, linesToWrite); 
foreach (string text in linesToWrite) 

sw.WriteLine(text);
}

}
public void Run(int maxrange, int choice, string path, string sensors, string targets)
{

//string path = "dump.txt"; 
if (File.Exists(path))

File.Delete(path); 
txt = new List<string>(); 
txt.Add("Algorithm: DSA\n");
List<target> t = new List<target>();
I.ist<sensor> s = new List<sensor>();
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target T ;

double batteryTime, nbatteryTime; 
int targetid;
bool coveredbyother = false;
bool decreaseRange = false;
double shuffleTime = 1;
int shift = 1; // schuffle index
double shiftTime; // time for one shift
double monitorTime = 0; // total monitor time
double msgcount = 0; // messages sent per sensor
double totalmsgcount = 0;// total messages sent
double noofneighbors; //number of neighbors
double recenergy = 0.000000050;// reception energy per bit = 50nj/bit
double bpacketsize = 2000;// broadcast packet size = 2000 bits
double reccost; //reception communication cost
double transenergy = 0.000000050;//transmission energy per bit = 50nj/bit
double transcost;// transmission communication cost
double commcost = 0; //communication cost
double elevel; // energy level
double cbattery; // current battery level

// get target and sensor information
getInformation(ref t, ref s, maxrange, choice, sensors, targets); 

string rv =
foreach (string ts in txt)

rv += ts;

while (allTargetcovered(t, s))
{

// for each sensor, find target and neighbor sensor 
for (int i = 0; i < s.Count; i++)
{

s[i].wakeup();
// get target 
s[i].getTarget(t);
// find neighbor sensor 
s[i].getNeighbor(ref s);

}
// start by assume that next shift time = shuffle time 
shiftTime = shuffleTime;
// shuffle process 
while (lisAHDecided(s))
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// for every sensor
for (int i = 0; i < s.Count(); i++)
{

if (s[i].getstatus() < 0)
{

decreaseRange = false;

if (s[i].coveredTarget.Any())
{

batteryTime = s[i].getTime();

// check the first target: the one with maximum length 
targetid = s[i].coveredTarget[0].getid(); 
coveredbyother = false;
// check with all neighbors
for (int j = 0; j < s[i].neighbor.Count; j++)
{

// every covered target of neightbor j
for (int k = 0; k < s[i].neighbor[j].coveredTarget.Count; k++)
{

// the target can be covered by neighbor j
if (targetid == s[i].neighbor[j].coveredTarget[k].getid())
{

coveredbyother = true;
nbatteryTime = s[i].neighbor[j].getTime();
if (batteryTime < nbatteryTime || (nbatteryTime =  batteryTime && 

s[i].getld() < s[i].neighbor[j].getld()) || s[i].neighbor[j].getstatus() > 0)
{

s[i] .decreaseRange(); 
decreaseRange = true; 
break;

}
}

}
if (decreaseRange)
{

break;
}

}
if (! coveredbyother)
{

s[i].goactive(t); 
if (shiftTime > batteryTime)
{

shiftTime = batteryTime;

{
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>
// notify with all neighbors
for (int j = 0; j < s[i].neighbor.Count; j++)
{

// every covered target of neightbor j
while (!s[i].neighbor[j].coveredTarget.Any() =  false)
{

T = s[i].neighbor[j].coveredTarget[0]; 
if (s[i].covers(T))
{

s[i].neighbor[j].decreaseRange();
}
else

// not covered 
break;

}
}

}
}
else
{

s[i].gosleep();
}

}
}

}
// end o f each shift 
monitorTime += shiftTime; 
msgcount = 2*  s.Count; 
totalmsgcount += msgcount; 
for (int i = 0; i < s.Count; i++) 

s[i].setBattery(shiftTime);

// print each shift detail

txt.Add ("Shift # " + shift + " ,\t Shift time = "  + shiftTime + " Second At Life time 
+ monitorTime + " Seconds." + ""  + " \tMessages sent = " + msgcount + " "); 

//tbox.Select(txt.Length, 0); 
for (int i = 0; i < s.Count; i++)
{

//communication cost
noofneighbors = s[i].neighbor.Count;
transcost = 2 * transenergy * bpacketsize;
reccost = 2 * recenergy * bpacketsize * noofneighbors;
commcost += transcost + reccost;



elevel = s[i].getBatteryLevel();

if (elevel < commcost) 
cbattery = s[i].getBatteryLevel(); 

else
cbattery = Convert.ToIntl6(elevel - commcost);

//print sensor details
txt.Add(" - Sensor Id : " + s[i].getld() + " \ t : Energy level + cbattery + " J " + " \ t :

Status = ");
if (s[i].getstatus() =  0) 

txt[txt.Count - 1] = txt.Last() + (" Sleep "); 
else

txt[txt.Count - 1] = txt.Last() + (" Active " + " with range = " + s[i].getstatus() + " m ");
}
DumpToFile(path, txt.ToArrayO);

ShiftEventOccured(new object(), new ShiftEventArgs
{

Message = rv + "\nShift # " + shift + " ,  \t Shift time = " + shiftTime + " SecondsAt Life time = " 
+ monitorTime + " Seconds." + " "  + " \t Messages sent = " + msgcount + ""

});

txt = new Lisl<string>(); 
shift++;
// delete dead sensor from vector sensor
deleteSensor(ref s);
txt.Add
txt.Add f ) ;
txt.Add

}
txt.Add ("Network Lifetime :" + monitorTime + " Seconds \t\t Total messages sent = " + 
totalmsgcount + 

txt.Add(""); 
txt.Add("");
DumpToFile(path, txt.ToArrayO);

}
static void getInformation(ref List<target> t, ref List<sensor> s, int maxrange, int choice, string 

sensors, string targets)
{

float xpos, ypos, maxb, maxr; 
string filename;

int tid, sid/*, choice*/, numSensor, numTarget; 
bool linearPower;
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// read target information 

filename = targets;//"targets.txt"

if (File.Exists(filename))
{

stringf] readText = File.ReadAllLines(filename);

string[] vt = new string[3];

numTarget = int.Parse(readText[0]);

txt.Add ("Number of Targets + numTarget + "\n");

for (int i = 1; i <= numTarget; i++)
{

vt = readText[i].Split(''); 
tid = int.Parse(vt[0]); 
xpos = float.Parse(vt[l]); 
ypos = float.Parse(vt[2]);
// add new target to vector 
t.Add(new target(tid, xpos, ypos));

}
}
else
{

txt.Add ("Can not open file " + filename);
}
// read sensor information

filename = sensors;//"sensors.txt"
//"Maximum Range 
maxr = maxrange;

if (choice == 1) 
linearPower = true; 

else
linearPower = false; 

if (File.Exists(filename))
{

string[] readText = File.ReadAllLines(filename); 
string[] vt = new string[4];

numSensor = int.Parse(readText[0]);
txt.Add ("Number of Sensors + numSensor + "\n");
for (int i = 1; i <= numSensor; i++)
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vt = readText[i].Split(''); 
sid = int.Parse(vt[0]); 
maxb = float.Parse(vt[l]); 
xpos = float.Parse(vt[2]); 
ypos = float.Parse(vt[3]);
// add the new sensor to vector
s.Add(new sensor(sid, xpos, ypos, maxb, maxr, linearPower));

}
}
else
{

txt.Add ("Can not open file " + filename);
}

}
static bool isAllDecided(List<sensor> s)
{

for (int i = 0; i < s.Count(); i++)
{

if (s[i].getstatus() < 0) 
return false;

}
return true;

}
static void deleteSensor(ref List<scnsor> s )
i

int numDead = 0;
// find number o f dead sensor 
foreach (var itr in s)
{

if (itr.isDead())
{

numDead++;
}

}
// delete sensor
for (int i = 1; i <= numDead; i++)
{

for (int j = 0; j < s.Count; j++)
{

if (s[j].isDead())
{

txt.Add ("Sensor: " + s[j].getld() + " is dead ");
s.RemoveAt(j);
break;

}

{
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}
>

)
static bool allTargetcovered(List<target> t, List<sensor> s )
{

bool tcovered;
for (int i = 0; i < t.Count(); i++)
{

tcovered = false;
for (int j = 0; j < s.Count; j++)
{

if (s[j].canCoveredTarget(t[i]))
{

tcovered = true; 
break;

}
}
if (Itcovered)
{

txt.Add ("Target:" + t[i].getid() + "  is not covered\n"); 
return false;

}
}
return true;

}
}

)
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APPENDIX-B

1) Sample targets file

ae first line shows the total number o f targets and each successive line includes the 
X coordinate and y coordinate of each target.

20

0 97 43

1 43 5

2 6 85

3 42 88

4 30 24

5 23 74

6 62 31

7 21 65

8 5 94

9 81 49

10 63 13

11 82 48

12 4 45

13 53 55

14 66 22

15 88 26

16 99 34

17 39 32

18 86 6

19 92 67

target’s id,
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2) Sample sensor file

The first line shows the total number o f sensors and each successive line includes the sensor’s id, 

total energy level, x coordinate and y coordinate of each sensor.

20

0 500 71 78

1 500 47 48

2 500 85 54

3 500 98 11

4 500 76 97

5 500 19 10

6 500 81 61

7 500 56 73

8 500 32 57

9 500 44 15

10 500 6 20

11 500 75 50

12 500 41 26

13 500 13 93

14 500 57 23

15 500 80 58

16 500 34 18

17 500 43 27

18 500 84 81

19 500 74 46
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